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Main Concerns



Lowered productivity induced due to COVID-19

Sustaining the Increase in productivity

Separation of Work and Home

Concern on mental health while being productive



User Persona



Mira moved to Bangalore after placements. She lives with her roommate and is working from home currently. 
She is also working on a side project of her own.

Since she works with code, she has knowledge about certain productivity applications like Jira and Trello. And 
though there are good for tracking the progress of her team's project, she had realized that it does not help as 
much in keeping track of her individual needs as the apps are inflexible and overpowered for one need.

She keeps finding it difficult to remain productive. Her workspace and home are one big blur. She is afraid that 
this will carry on even after the lockdown is over

She has a lot of stuff going on and sometimes finds it overwhelming and hard to keep track of all the things she 
wants to do

Currently just uses a bunch of sticky notes on her wall above her laptop to keep track of her tasks.

A unified place to track all her tasks and work

Simple and easy to use workspace

Flexible enough to meet her needs but needs minimal input

Something to help her build the habit of working regularly

Junior programmer working a fancy corporate gig. 

Mira Chaturvedi
24 years old

Needs



Redefined Design Objectives



build a better work habit  mental health Help user while keeping their in mind

intuitive organizedApp should be  and  (reduce cognitive load)

learn the process of productivityEnabling people to  if they had a slump in the pandemic

 for people who experienced it in the pandemic because of the Sustaining productivity boost
flexibility of working on their own terms and time

satisfactionApp usage should give the same  as and emulate traditional means like using post-its 
and journals or of scratching a task off with a pen on paper

reduce the amount of workMake adding tasks easier,  needed to use the app and make it less 
cumbersome to use

fun delightfulMake the product  and  to use

user habitMake the app a part of the 



Ideation



Habit Building

Things like productivity has slower and long term rewards which makes it harder to adopt

Average of 66 days needed for behaviour to become automatic

Pseudo Rewards

Process
- Start small and increase difficulty slowly
- Chunking
- Finding optimum pace

HOOKS methods
- Cue/Trigger
- Action
- Reward
- Investment





Gamification
Benefits
- 80% learners claim to 
learn more in a 
game-oriented learning 
model

- 67% claim it to be 
more motivational to 
learn using this model



Gamification



Design Ideas
Cross of done tasks - fruit ninja style (satisfaction - reward)

Look at pseudo rewards (eg. chocolate after workout)

Soothing aesthetic so that the user isn’t overwhelmed

Badges for achievements but not a point system or leaderboard

Step by step learning process much like an RPG which evolves

More features of apps unlock after succesfull tasks?



Use the data from above affinity to get features

Information Architecture

Secondary persona

Build scenarios for persona

Wireframes

User journey through scenarios

Start UI building

Next steps
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